Birds and Bunnies Lawyer

I am an attorney for the birds and bunnies,
This is not a joke – I am not making funnies,
Representing those that cannot defend themselves,
Is a really neat thing – it’s totally top shelf.

Now signing up clients can be quite interesting,
It’s hard to get their names signed in writing,
And getting paid is a hurdle for many,
Contributions are few and failures are plenty.

My first such clients were shellfish of the bay,
And in federal court they did have their day,
The oysters and shrimp were being dumped on,
We got it done - it’s one to look back on.

The first bird clients that I ever had,
Were those from Wallisville who were treated bad,
By the City, the River Authority, and the Corps,
But we were able to shut that door.

The high point was the whoopers before Judge Jack,
And getting Texas water agencies back on track,
If you lose you can win in this crazy legal game,
The important thing is to prosecute the claim.

These suits are about where birds and bunnies live,
And being heard against lawyers who are glib,
And if we’re successful we’ve often observed,
The habitat can be bought and permanently preserved.

One must take care not to abuse the trust,
Ensuring motive is good, and an action just,
For challenges are made to the lawyer’s integrity,
And with the critters there must be solidarity.

Today new challenges come hard and fast,
But to work with these clients is unsurpassed,
For to try to prevail on behalf of the Earth,
Is what gives my life a bit of its worth.

So welcome to Earth Church
Pull yourself up a pew
We fight for the bunnies
And for the birds too.